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' ' l • .. 
.. A critical study has been made to clarify t~e 
l·•/j • .._ ...... 
causes of non-ideal behavior observed ~n the ·current~ 
voltage characteristics of chromium to (III) n-type 
gallium-arsenide surface barrier diodes. The means of 
analysis is a guard ring structure which greatly ~nhances 
·' 
' 
the bulk components of diode current over the. edge com-
ponents. 
--
At 300°.K, the guarded fon-1ard 0urrent increases . 
exponentially with volt-age, the slope typica .. lly being 
g/l.06kT. This value is consistent with'the simple diode 
t~eory in which i~age force lowering of the barrier is the 
only complication. At room temperature, it is the edge 
component of current which causes the non-ideal behavior 
of the unguarded diode. 
At 77°K, the gu\r~ ring is not able to emphasize 
the ideal bulk current because of the thermionic nature of 
thi.s current. Two current components are respon.sible for 
• the non-ideal behavior of the cooled diode: .. an edge 
. 
. 
current with an Rnomo lous ly low slope ( range of q/2 .. 46kT 
-~ to q/4.59kT for various diodes) and a recombination current 
with a slope of.approximately g/2kT (range of g/1.54 to 
q/2.27 for various diode~). The latter current, being tp.e I 
I 
i ' 
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effect. It is attributed.to a capturing of the electrons 
,( 
' . by fairly deep traps .located., within the space charge · 
. 
..... ·-













At both 300°K ~nd 77 °K, · the reverse current is ., 
dpminated by avalanche multiplicati~occurring as micro-
- ' 
plasmas. 0 ., 
., 
On the basis of_ capacitance-voltage measurements \ {:' 
and the Cowley-Sze model for. such metal-semiconductor 
systems, the particuiar system employed is characterizable 
by an effectiv·e zero bias barrier height of 0.69 volts, • a 
donor concentration 16 3 of 2 x 10 /cm, and an in·terfacial 
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l, INTRODUCTION . 
.I 
/ 
The purpose of this work is to clarify the caulAJs~eoLII· a...__ _ /_ (~ 
or non-ideal behavior ob~erved in the current-voltage 
characteristics of chromium ton-type gallium-arsenide 
--
surface barrier diodes. It is an outgrowth of a previous 
experimental evaluation(i) of certain metal .to semiconductor 
) 
rectifying contacts, in which the dependence· of barrier 
.. 
height and current-voltage characteristic on the surface 
treatment and metal employed were investig~ted. Mead and _ 
~ ~. 
Spitzer,( 2) Cowley and Sze,(3) and ma~y others have invest!~ 
gated the dependence of.barrier height upon the metal work 
I 
, function, yet little effort has been made to understand the 
r> 
current-voltage>characteristic of such surface barriers. 
A major difficulty encountered by this author in earlier 
work was his ina~ility to fabricate a ~urfa~~ barrier diode 
which would exhibit a current-voltage cha~acteristic identi-
cal to·that predicted by the theory of Schottky. The ideal 
surface parrier would possess 
J = J {eqV/nkT_1) s -
- as a current-voltage characteristic, with the parameter 
:1. 
.. 
. -····--·- - ··- ~ ----·· n ~qual to unity (1.00). Correction for the image force 
lowering of the barrier increases the ideal diode n slightly-
.. 
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Experimental values of n, ffowever, .were well 
\ 
above even the corrected, ... pa1.,am~ter_. . The present ana1y~1s I,, 
is an attempt to better understand the causes of this .. 
-
------------ ---- -
non-ideal behavior. . .. 
' 
-The metal-semiconductor contact, by its very 
nature, is expected to be greatly·influenced by surface V 
phenomena .. For example, the sensitivity of the barrier 
" 
height to the metal work function has been shown to be 
dependent upon.the density of semiconductor surface 
states. (3, 4) It is within reason, then, to propose that 
, I 
an excess component of current due to surface recombination 
4 1s at least one cause of non-ideal behavior. A surface 
recombination component analogous. to. that hypothe'sized 
here was shown by Iwersen, et al(5) to exist in the base 
current of planar silicon transistors. The means·' of 
f analysis was a guard ring structure which effeo-tively 
.. isolated the active region of the emitter from surface 
~ 
recombination centers. A similar guarding device for sur-
. ' fac~·barriers is not as easily fabricated as for junction. 
emitters. The ~-aim ,is to -achieve a greater forward bias at 
the center of the metal contact than at the edge, thus 
confining th~ majority of current flow to a region ~ot in 
intimate contact with the exposed semiconductor surface. 
' Important details ~f fabric&tion will be menti6ned later, 
as will the inherent awkwardness of the guard ring as an· 
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. Using .chrom_ium (Cr) to n-type gallium-arsenide 
.. . .. 
(GaAs) surface barriers, this thesis shows t1lat1 
' \ 
11 •, t 
. '• 
. (1) This specific metal-semiconductor system 
,, 
, may be characterized by an effe·ctive zero bias barrier 
' . 
height of 0.69 volts, and art interracial layer which ~s; 
_, 
·1o·Angstroms thick and trlansparent to eaectrons. 
(2) At room temperature the diode forward 
..... 
characteristic, when edge curr~nts are. suppr,essed, is 
·~ 
consistent with thermionic diode behavior in which image· 
l 
force lowering of tMe_ barrier is ~he only complication. 
(3) ·At liquid nitrogen temperature the unguarded 
diode forward characteristic is dominated by edge currents 
with anomalously low £ensitivity to applied bias (nor 3 
·' , 
or more) • ~e guarded diode characteri.stic is domin-a ted 
\ 
by a recombination current in deep traps located at the 
metal~semiconductor interface {n of about 2) . 
.. 
(4) The reverse characteristic at both 300°K 
and 77°K is explainable by avalanche multiplic~tion· 
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_II. FABlUC_AT-ION DETAILS-~·"'"~ . 
... 
.. 
• . . -~·· 
.. 
.. .. 1., Geometry \:"' 
,., 
A structure with cylindrical ·symmetry le-rtd·s 
. . itself to the problem at hand, that is; to#crowd the 
•' " .,,, 6urrent into the center region of the surface barrier. 
'' The _potential difference between the center and the edge 
. .-. 
of the metal contact must be ·sustained in the metal, not 
"" in the semiconductor. The' latter condition would cause 
e.mission crowding toward the edger because the btas of the 
/ 
barrier ~ould ~e greater at t~e p~riphery of the contact~ 
\ ,. 
than at the center (assuming the metal contact to be an \ 
equipotential). Also, the Pdwer dissipation resulting from 
·/ 
the guard ring current must not cause an appreciable rise 
in temperature. In Junction devices such as the planar 
transistor, the bias difference can be supported in a 
·shallow, high re~istivity diffusion in the emitter region. 
~ Since a surface barrier is not a Junction device, the 
structure shown in Figure 1 is the only possibi~ity. 
i, 
· The underlying 18 mil diameter thin film is 
surmounted by a 4 mil diameter center dot and a guard 
£" 
.. -
-ring with inner and outer diameters of -12 mils ·and 18 mils 
respectively·· •. The ring and dot are -much thicker than the 
' I 
uri&erlying film, thus they may be considered to be of .. zero 
-· resistance, and so they make•the inner and outer portions 
( 
. 
· of the f1lm equipotentials~ 
, -
It is ,the ... entire f 11m which 
I ' 
V 
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.. · forms the surface barrier with the semiconductor. t . ' . . The) ~ 
. 
' 
unprotected annulus between d~t and ring must be thin . I .. 
:: .• 
\ enough to support the desired tlifferential bias, yet thi~k enocigh to protect· th~ semiconductor bene~th from the 
c1 "" ( 
atmosphere ( or other diode arnbient) • Assuming uniformity_,~· l 
. 1 ., .. ,· 
J 




. ring, the lateral resistance of the thin f'ilm annulus 
. ~~-. 
may be calculated as 
~ .....•. , ... , p .. : r . 
R s ln R a == 2'ir rD • . .-~,;. 
·-r:,-
J 
For· such conditions of uniformity, a logarithmic, radially 
: · '~t symmetric voltage will result •. See Figure 2·. 
.-. 
·' 
2. Materials .. . 
. GaAs is the logical semiconductor for this guard 
ring device, since previous experiments have shown n to be 
{j! 
significantly greater than the ideal unity. The density 
. 14 2 . (3 
of surface states for GaAs is_ high (order of 10 states/cm -ev), 
which makes GaAs surface barrier height rather insensitive 
to metal work function. Yet the dependence of metal-GaAs 
surface barriers on the surface states should cause such 
' diodes to be readily· affected by changes in surfac·e· c·on-
• I 
·ditions. If the diode current contains a significant sur~· 
~f· 
i face component, then variation of surface condition~ around 
' ~he perimeter of the diode, 1 but· not under the actual metal 
. 
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. ll'lost assuredly cause a variation in the I-\T characteristic. , . ) 
.. ~ 
The .. GaAs -used is a· .082 ohm-cm bo~t-grown crystal, doped ,. 
with an impurity density of 2 •. 8 x 1016 tellurium atoms/cm3, 
,. 
and oriented.in the [111] directfon • 
The choice of a mefa1 for the rectifyihg c~tact 
fs a severely limited one, because the res~tive ~nnulus 
between the dot and the ring must have sufficient re sis- , 
' \\ r·· tande to support the desired bias difference-without appre-
ciable heating and yet be as thick as possible to protect 
the surfa~e barrier beneath. At room temperature, a bias 
, 
< difference or .30 volts is expected to enhance the ideal 
(Schottky) diode current by four orders of magnitude. 
An acceptable power dissipation in the resistive annulus 
is 25 milliwatts or less, whi.ch means a res1stanc1= of 
4 ohms or greater is de~irable. Three metals often used 
~ 
p in device fabrication possess room temperature resistivities· 
of 10 micro ohm-cm or greater:· chromium (13,.0), tin (11.5), 
and platinum (10.0). ... Tin, however, readily alloys with 
GaAs and platinum is not easily evaporated, traits which 
make these two metals undesirable. For the background 
pre·ssure and duration ;bf evaporation of the chromi-Om, it 
{ ~ 
~ is expected that the sheet resistivity of the thin film 
' will be a fact.or of two to three greater than t.hat predicted 
by' the bulk resistivity, that is; p is in. t.he range 26 ohms-. s 
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. C, . 
-- ---annulus· is expected to be, b~1tween :110 .K and 170 A thick. 
To maintain'' t~e. non-po·rosi ty of this . thin annulus the 
.... 
protective oxidation qualities of Cr w~ll be helpful. 
. Gol.d (Au) or silver (Ag) is a satisfactory 
metal for the ring and the dot. Both are of low resis-
tivity, ,are amenable to- vacuum deposition techniques, and 
may be etched preferentially with respect to Cr and GaAs. 
' . ' 3. Processing 
---Mechanic al polishing ( Linde B·Abrasive) of both 
faces of the GaAs slice is a preliminary step. In addition 
----
the (Ill) face (arsenic), or front, is given an electro-
mechanical polish. A tin-nickel ohmic contact is fabri-
'· ~ cated on the { 111) face (gallium), or back. - This back 
contact is essentially t~at described by Sha~less.(7) 
, 
... 
It is necessary to describe the chemical treat-




states on the dic)de cl1aracteristics. 
! The following surface 
' preparation was chosen because ot' the g~od reproducibility 
I?"" .of barrier height and current~voltage characteristics ex-
hibited by surface.barrier~- t'abricated previously with 
it. (l) After formation of the bac~ contact and immediately 
prior to the deposition of~the Cr f~lm; the specimen is: 
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' ·;I· 
I: . ' .,. 
. (2) · _dipped for 60 seconds in a solution of 
.... l part hydrochloric acid and 1 part hydrofluoric acid, 
~ which i~ then decanted in methanolJ 
(3), ultrasoni~ally agitated for 15 seconds in 
. ,, 
I '•· , methanol; 
(4) ~tched with ultrasonic agitation for 60 
• • 
seconds in a phosphoric etchant (3 parts methanol, 1 part 
phosphoric acid, and 1 part hydrogen peroxide); 
(5) ultrasonically rinsed in distilled deionized 
water to which a few drops of hydrochloric acid have been 
added; ¥ 
, 
(6) rinsed in fl6w1ng distilled deioni~ed water; 
(7) rinsed in warm methanol which is then decanted, 
so that the slice dries rapidly on the bottom of the beaker~ 
.I' 
1 
Immediately after the slice has been dri;ed it is 
., ' 
placed in an ionic vacuum system and evacuation is started. 
\-':'> The precautions taken during the cleaning of the surface 
. < 
I \and tne cleanness of the system should yield as clean a 
.. 
surf.ace barrier. as is presently attainable, except for 
cleaving the crys1tal in·vac~um. Together with the G"aAs, 
a sheet resistivity monitor is mounted in the vacuum chamber. 
Sublin1ation of the Cr from a tungsten filament is begun· 
~ . ~ 8 
- ' whe·n the pressure reaches 2 x 10 Torr. A shutter placed 
/ 
·\ . between the filament ind the targets allows accurate~ 
regulation of the film resistance. The evaporation of the , 
' upper metal is not as oritical as that of the Cr, so a 
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... , ·, 
·'"( ' 
" 
.. ' ,···,--. .' ' 
· Standa·rd ~photo;i'esist .techn~ques are empl.oyed 
·in etching the ring and dot pattern. First an 18·mil 
diameter; sandwich of Ag (or Au) and Cr is formed. The 
dimensions of the·se spots are ··convenient when determining 
the barrier height of the rectifying contact by ·measure-
' 
ment, of the capacitance-voltage characteristic. Sub-
sequent to these capacitance measurements, an etching 
through a second photoresist mask produces the ~fnished 
guard ring structure. 
..i 
In order to achieve · the minimum po-ssible 
resistance in ~he contacts to the back, ring, and dbt of 
, 
the device, and to facilitate handling, each a·1ode is· 
mounted on a four pin header. Three o.6 mil diameter 
gold leads are then thermocompression bonded to the 
devipe. Two of the leads ~e bonded 
dot. One will carry the large guard 
separately to the 
r' 
current and an 
appreciable voltage drop may result, but the other lead 
will carry only the actual diode current. Unfortunately 
the process of mounting the diodes on headers requires a 
temperature·near the eutectic temperature of Au-GaAs and 
as was feared the Au on Cr units failed. Therefore the 
· current-voltage characteristics of only t·hel' Ag on Cr 
units could be measured. 
.... ... 
• 
. . ..,_.. 
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III. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES. 
·:.. \ 
\.~ 
1. ., _Capac.1 ta,nce-Vol tage Me~eurements 
' 
,, 
. ~ •, 
,-· ' ., 
' 
'· ·, 
The· 1.8 ... · mil diameter spots available after partial 
, .. 
fabrication of' the guard ring structure are subjec.ted to . .. 
capacitance measurement~ with a Boonton bridge at a test 
frequency of 1 Mc/s. An upward drift in capacitance with 
' 
the d-i-ode under reverse bias is noticeable. The reason 
for this will be discussed later. It is found that the 
" theoretical dependence of capacitance on the square root 
. qf the inverse of the bias is obtained for that capacitance 
value indicated.by the bridge immediately after the appli-
cation of the bias. Thus the technique adopted for all 
' . 
capacitance measurements is to set tpe conductance and 
capacitance scales such that a rough null is indicated, 
then remove the bias for 10 seconds, and upon reapplying 
the bi·as obtain a better null. This procedure is continued 
until a null is indicated immediately upon application of 
the bias. i. ' The voltage range for the capacita~ce-voltage 
( ) . 
measurements is 0.200 to -2.00 volts. 
2. Forward CUrrent-Vo.1 tage Characteristic 
-·· 
.,. 
The circuit used to obtain the current-voltage 
characteristid is shown in Figure 3. All m~asurements are 
made with the diode in a dark enclosure. The· technique 
,..,----· 
.. 
employed is to hold the differential bias (v0 ) between the 
.. 
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. " 
. . . ·• dot and· the ring at a ·.constant level while ~arying the·. 
-· ' 
..... 
.forward bias (VD). of th.e dot With respect to the ohmiC : 
\ ~·-··' . . 
.. 
'f?ack contact. Diode ~~rrent (I) between 10-9 amp.ere a ·. 
-2 •''. 
and 10 . amperes ls investig~ted, with the corresponding 
• 
guard current (I0J. and forward bias being recorded for 
. -4 
each decade of diode current. ~or I no greater than 10 
amperes. the bias voltage must be corrected for the drop . 
. across the ammeter., which is in series with the diode,-
while for I value~ no less than 10-4 amperes the voltmeter ,, 
,:, . 
. . is shunted directly across the a·iode and no/ such cor:ection 
is necessary • 
.. 
The forward I-V characteristic cC each diode is 
; 
evaluated under a variety of ambients.· These ambients, 
together with the experimental procedure peculiar to each, 
are listed below in the order in which the diode is 
subjected to them. 
··; 
·: ,, .. 
,, 
( 1 ) Room a tmo sphere at room temperature 1 · Al 1 t 
•• diodes-are evaluated for guard voltage levels of .oo, .10/ 
.13, .20, .30, and .40 volts, and· some are also subjected 
. - , ( 
·to v0 levels or. __ 1.0 and 1.5 volts. Note t·hat in all cases 
(1 ~ vii), the zero guard voltage condition is that of a· 
- I 
short circuit. Because of the tendency of the device to 
guard itself, the upper range of diode current (lo-4 < 
-
-2) I~ 10 ~an not be fully investigated fqr low non-zero 
guard ~oltages { .10 ~-VG~ .30). ,. ' 
. ·' 
., 
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• 
·(11) Immersed in .liquid nitroge.n (77°K): A-11 
.0 
Q diodee,are evaluated for guard voltage levels or .. ·.oo, .10., t: 
• . 
. 




subjected-to levels of-1.5 ~nd 2.0 volts. · 
·· ... ·"·(·111) Wet nitrogen at room temperatures The 
. 
' diode under ~est .is place~ at the mouth of a pl~stic tube, 
,.. through which wet nitrogen is directed at a rate of 1.0 
standard liters per minute. (SLPM). The moisture is intro-
duced by bubbling the nitrogen thrGugh deionized wate·r. ' 
. . 
The guard voltages used are identical to those listed for 
the atmospheric ambient (1). 
(iv) ' Dry carbon dioxide at room temperature: 
The experimental procedure is similar to that for the wet 
nitrogen ambient, the change being the removal of the water 
bubbler from.the gas line. In addition to the normal 
' 
' ' '"" measurements, the sensitivity oft~ diode's I-V character-
..d 
·l.t., istic to the flow rate of the carbon dioxide is investigated. A • 
This is done by_setting a ~ particular diode current I for·· 
0.0 SLPM, then recording the cha~ge in I after a 2.9 SLPM. 
,;), 
r . 
flow for 60 seconds. The change in I is rec.orded for various . ... 





~ ---(v) Repeat with a waxed ~iodei A drop of apeizon 
0 
wax dissolved in trichloroethylene is placed on a diode and 
' · allowed to dry for at l~ast.24 hour~ at room temperature • 
The diode is then subjected to the wet nitrogen (111) a·nd dry 
· carbon dioxide (iv) ambients in the same fashion as described 
. 
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· ·(vi) .,_,,Repeat· with a dewaxed diodes The 




apeizon wax is dissolved in trichloroethylene, the diode 
• ... ~ is thoroughly dried., a.nd it is then evaluated in __ !'~_o_Ill __ 




atmosphere.as described 4n (1) above. 
-(vii) Repeat with an etched. di.odes The 
resistive Cr annulus -is etched away. Current-voltage_ 
characteristics are then determined for the diode in 
room atmosphere (1), liquid nitrogen (11), and carbon 
• dioxide a.t 1.0 SLPM ( 1 v) in the way peculiar to ea-ch 
• 
ambient. Note that for the etched diode a change is made 
in the test circuit. Only those few diodes which are 
. 
waxed (v) and dewaxed (vi) are etched. 
3. Reverse Current-Voltage Characteristic 
;-
. ( r 
.. . 
Measurements o.f the ~everse characteristic ·are 
.,, , 
,., 
also made with the circuit depicted in Figure 3. All 
measlJ,rements are /-'made with the diode in a dark enclosure! 





.At the time when the reverse characteristics are determined, 
-·-. 
-the diode has been subjected to only the forward ch~racter-
istic ambients of room atmosphere and liquid nitr6g~n. 
F-"-~ 
. ; : 
These sam~!o(.two ambients are employed here, with the rever~e 
'"' 
.. ~. 
current (I ·) being measured in decade steps·between 10-9 rev. ~ 
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4- •. Visual ... _:inspection 
"- .... 
. . ---. 
0 • 
•• •• 6 
At the conclusion, of the electrical testing, 
... all diodes are inspected· with the aid cif· a microscope in 
' ' '. 







an effort, to ,detect any irregularities ·111· ·the structure, 
c 
particul~rly in the r~sistive·cr annulus. In an a·t tempt 
r., 
to di~cover pin-holes in the Cr, some diodes are also 
inspected under interference-contrast, a ~icroscopic 
illumination and viewing scheme that greatly enhances 
surface irregularities. 
,;.. 
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···,. .q IV.· .. EXPERIMENT.f\L RESULTS· 
.. 
I 
.,, I .. \: . 
..r: 
L-··· 
. . " 
' ... -- .. . 
-
.1. Capacitance-Voltage Measurements 
---~~--------~··-·····-··-
. . -·. . .. ._ -· ·•.... - ... - - - .. -
--···-- --··- ... -- -- ... ··--·-·.··--· 
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-· ---··--------····-··---· ------------------..··-----···- - - -
The energy ban,d diagram .for a Cr ·to n-type 
! 
Ga.As surface barrie,,r. is sh-own in Figure 4. Thie system 
~ not an ideal Schottky barrier because provision is 
~-, 
,.,, 
m~de for semiconductor surface states and an interfacial · 
--~ layer. ( 3) · A typical experime'.ntal plot.or the square ·of 
---- the reciprocal of the ba~rier capacitance as a function of 
. D 
applied voltage is shown in Figure 5. · 
' Assuming uniform doping and·complete ionization 
/ 
of donor impurities, absence of minority carriers, and an 
'w- 0 
absence of ~pace charge effects in the i~terfacial layer, 
the doping density is ~btained from the slope of the 
~ - V plot as(B) ' 
C , 
... 
All symb~ls are defined in an appendix. The static dielectric 
constant (es) of GaAs is taken as 12.5]9) ~ce the 
concentration fs 
., . 
ct7termined, the barrier height (<l>Bn) .~Y . . 
· ~ (3 8) be calculated, Uf\der the above assumptions, by the re'la tion '· 
r-
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. ,.where Vint ls the voltage intercept (at infinite capSCitance) 
\. ,i 
·· .-·of the. experimerltal plot, VF is the separation o:f the 
., 
-~__.__ _____ ----~onduction band edg.e _and the Fermi level., _:Ll<t>n is_ th~ _l.m.~-g~----·-· 
.\ 
I 
force barrier lowering,(lO) and 5 is the interfacial lajer 
1,,, 
- thicknes.s. In addition to the condition~ imposed above,· ' 
• 
1 t · is assumed that the· interf'acial layer is so thin ( a ·, 
'· 
.few flngstroms) that -it has the permittivity of f·ree space 
. 
~l = 1) and it is essentially transparent to electrovs. 
.. I 
1 The voltage. inter~epts and slopes of all - - V 
c2 
plots are tightly grouped, with no noticeable diff'erence 
' .. 
existing between those with Au on Cr contacts and those 
with Ag on Cr contacts. For each device , the doping density 
and the correspo.nding conduction. band edge to Fermi level 
·-• 
separation is calculated. With these quantities the 
barrier height, as yet uncorrected for image force l~wering, 
is determined for each diode assuming an interfacial layer 
0 ( '\ 
thickness of 10 A (approximately a double layer of'-atoms) . 
..,,,, 
~·· (~· 
The average of the uncorrected bal"rier heights ( <l>Bn +t.<I>n) 
is subsequently corrected for the lowering q_~. to the 
image force. This correction~or a uniI'ormly doped semi-
, (10) 
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ill -. • . t' } 
I 
·where the built-in voltage (VB) is sirfiP1¥ Vint + kT/q 
and the image force dielectric constant (Ed) may be. 
. ' 
taken as unity because the.short transit time--of electrons----------~---------·-
----~----~------- --








• . ti 
'.: . ·,;1:.._ ---, 
. ,..., , 
/ 
........ -.·1 
'\ - ,· 
to the p_oint of maximum potential energy al lows 1·1 ttle 
' polarization of the dielectric. 
A complete analysis· as outlined above yields 
the following average' quantities. . . 
,. 
' 
· ' 16 3 
= a,.o x 10, /cm· 
\, 
.. -~-
VF = 3.2 kT/q 
/ 
~Bn + 6~n-~ .Boo+ 4.2 kT/q - .087 volts 
b.4) = .140 ( .. 8oo-v) 1/ 4 volts 
n 
The effective barrier height at room temperature ·and zero 
bias, ~Bn, is found to be .69 volts. 
o. 
2. Forward 'CUrrent-Vol tage Characteristic 
' ..... . 
Figure 7 is a typical exper~mental I-V charac-
"" ~ 
teristic for the forward directi°V. Note that the current 
.- -
is plo~ted not as a function of ·the dot _voltage (VD) but 
- , 
rather as a function of the bias between tre guar·d rin~land 
the back contact (VR= VD-Va'). It is t:{lis bias, VR' ~ 
~ ~ 
which determines the amount of eJge current. Hence for a 
specific value of VR on the abscissa, each of the curves 
,. 
in Figure 7 con~ains an ide~tical amount of edge current. 
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r (:ve.rti:cat:l) line of constant VR is due entirely to 
-"' 
, 
enha·ncement of' bulk current. -wotice that VG' is 
constant .for a give·n I-V character1s·t1c; hence this_ 
t 
-. 
... ~~ ........ ~, 
·~ . ).. 
--------· ----~--
____ _...._ .. ---.. -·-··---. 








----·-- - -- .. . - -- - -- -----i-· 
I • ."It:,, a 2 
is also a plot of I. versus VD with t~e abscissa trans-
····· ·p6sed. A resistance of.5 ohm has been ascribed to each 
· thermocompression ~onded lead, and the series combination 
·of lead and a·nnulus resistances is obtained ex~erimen-tally. 
The values of differential bias employed in the respective 
translations or the I-V cur,ves have been corrected for the 
IR~drop in the two leads of the guard circuit, since it 
is only the actual voltage drop~ across the annulus ~hich 
is the ring to back bias~ It is the corrected v0 value 
(v0 r) which is used to find the expec~ed enhancement 
(I/I0 e) or the non-edge current. 
. ~ . An IR drop also exists in the diode proper which 
'" . 
will appear at appreciable current levels. This resis-
tance is a series combination of lead resistance and 
substrate spreading resistance. For uniform current flow 
. ~ ' from a circular contact of radius r into a semi-infinite 
slab of resistivity p, the spreading resis~ance is p/rr. 
Because the curFent flow in the guard ring structure 
becomes non-uniform for a· non-:-_zero v0 ', anq because the 
resistive .annulus presents significant r~elstance to that 
'-. 
portion of t.he diode --rcurrent not confi.ned under the dot, 























































... No quantitative. correction of the diode current· for 
.the' IR drop has -been und~rtaken. Qualit~_ttv.~~:l.y ___ 1_t__1L-~...!:.:.><-.----~ - .... -·· - - . ~ ----•---- -·- - ____ .. ----····---.... -- -- ·- ·---·---- --·--· -- ... --- -- -·· -·· --- ·-- - ... -------·-· ---- - . -· -
I i 
expected that for an increasing guard voltage between 
--, . . \ dot and ring the diode resistance should increase. 
,.>' 
~ · · And indeed al1· di.odes possess -··su~h- an increase in 
·•-
. . 
' r·esistance. This increase is especially evident .. for 
eurrents of at least 10-3 amperes, a range not included 
·in Figures 7 and 8. A qnantitative cor~ection is not 
' necessary, because in the range of diode curr_ent where 
edge currents may be significant, the resistance is too 
l) 
. 
small to poticeably afffct the slope of the I-V plot. 
,_. Fo~.a Schottky diode in which thermionic diode 
'4J ., t_heory is applicable, the current density is. -'• 
___ ): 
Ignoring, for now, the effect of the image force of the. 
barrier height, and considering the forward.bias, V, to 
( 
be greater than 3kT/q, the current of the experimental 
diode is apt to follow 
I a: e qll/nkT , 
~"' quite closely. The parameter n is easily o·btained from 
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Notice tha·t although the P+6.ts in Figu~es 7 .and 8 · are ·made 
. . 
against arl abscissa of .VD - rVa~', on a given characteristic 
I 
c~rve d(VD-VG') = d(VD)' and thus n can be o b·tained -
- ______ .,.. ___ _ 
/ 
--~--~--------- ,-
. - -------------''--------r--_._,__ __ ____, 
.,, 
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directly from such plots. _ .It is expected that the value 
of n will appr_oach the t·heoretical· value for the bulk 
f' . 
current as t-he bulk current of the diode is emphasized. 
Such bulk current, although it is expected to .consist 
entirely of ideal Schottky current, may also conta~n a 
-
· ~ recoJnbination component .. Then for ideal Schottky current, 
-~ 
uncorrected for image force lowering of the barrier height,. 
is unity, while then for recombination current is dependent 
· (11) 
upon the distribution of traps within the·energy _gap. 
For the mpst effective trap level (deep traps), n- is 
approximately two • 
.. 
.. 
For a completely forwa.rd bia.sed structure (V~O) 
the expected enhancement of a component of barrier current 
over the edge current is {"see Appendix A) ~ t _. 
I· 1 + (~
2 (a~2) ~s-2 _ 1 ,. -Io -
e 
-1 G;) VG ' whe.re B JL ln '· -- kT • ; n '\, 
'--~ 
, .... 
The value assigned ton is·dependent upon the tyle)e of 
.. 
ba.rrier current. A pl~ot of I/I Eis a function of s 
Oe 
is shown in Figtire 6. Notice that a ~ransfer plot, for a 
constant VR (constant edge current); of ID vs. VR+VG' 
(taken from .Figure 7) would possess, ideally, the ,same 
.... 
,... 
. ' j'' 
"' . • I 
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-
. s~ape as t~e plot of I/I0 e, ys. _s. The parameters, for 
" 
a given temperature and guard·voltage, will be appro~imately 
. ,. -~ 
.. :,c . 
_twice as great for the Schottky component of b~rrier curre_n_t_--·~~~ 
as for any appreciable recombination curr~-nt ( srtxallow 
',traps have n ~ 1, but are far less effective in producing 
current than deep traps). From Figure 6. it is evident that" 
the Schottky current is enhanced much more than ·any non-
edge recombination current. It is expected, then, that 
\ 
. for sufficiently high v0 1 the experimental vaue of .n will 
coincide with that value of n for pure Schottky emission. 
As a precaution only those portions of the I-V characteristics 
for which V~O are used to deduce n. If VR<O the ring is 
biased in reverse with. respect to the · back,. and reverse 
currents flowing in th~ outer· p·ortion of the device tend 
to decrease the indicat~d bulk current. Such a process 
. would produ9e an in<ti.\eated n ,lower t"han the true value. 




Figure 7. indicates th~ typical I-V characteristic 
in the forward directton for a diode subjected to room 
'· 
ambient. Both.the nominal and corrected.- differential 
" biases are indicated. Originally unguarded, this diode 
exhibits an n of 1.16 over 4 decades of current. A valid 
minimum n of 1.04 is reached ·over 2 decades of current at 
I 
a nominal guard voltage of .30 volts. The actual enhance-
ment of current I/!08 (evaluated at VR = VD-VG' = .100 · 






































is calculated using an n of i.b6 (appro~ .-,--• ... ------- . - --; -- . ·--' 
\ \ 
· pl'iat~ to the: image r'Orce, on the· barrier in the VD bial3 
range of interest) and the corrected guard voltage Yo-'-·-------
, I 
The ~results for·a11 diodes are sunimarized in Table 3. 
Entries for unlt #8 are made more detailed as an aid to 
r' 
interpreting Figure 7. For.all other diodes, only the 
.. 
parameters of the I-V characteristics relating to the 
unguarded and most et'fectively guarded surface barriers 
are shown. · Diodes · which visual inspection showed to be 
I 
, 
of faulty construction and those which were~accidentally 
' . 
' 
killed (guard ring lead melted due to exce-ssive guard 
current): are not considered. 
(11) Liquid nitrogen, 77°K 
Illustrated in Figure 8 are the typical I-V 
characteristics in the forward directiod for a diode 
immersed in liquid nitrogen. These characteristics, and 
those displayed in Figure 7, are for the same diode. A 
significant decrease in the resistance of the Au leads and 
Cr annulus occurs upon immersion of the unit. Let it be 
assumed that Au and Cr have equal temperature coefficients 
'<b."• 
of resistivity. Such an.approximation is certainly within 
-the limits of accuracy set by the initial assumption of 
.5 ohms resistance for each Au lead and contact. The 
condition of eq·ual temperature· coefficients .. of re sis-ti vi ty 
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.- ·_ tho:ugh I/I0 e 
24 '· , ....... ...
is calculated using an n of 1.06 ( appr~- \ - . 
priate to the image rorce on ·the barrier in thr·VD bias. 
i 






The results for all diodes are summarized in Table 3. 
r" 
.• 
.... Entri~s for unit #8 are made more detailed as an aid to 
interpreting Figure 7. For all other diodes, only the 
. ~ 
parameters of the I-V characteristics relating to the 
l.. • 
~ unguarded and most effectively guarded surface barriers 
are Shown. Diodes which visual inspection showed to ~e_ 
of faulty construction and those which were accidentally 
killed (guard ring lead melted due to excessive guard 
current) are not considered. 
(11) Liquid nitrogen, 77°K 
~ 
• 
Illustrated in Figure 8 are the typical I-V 
characteristics in the forward direction for a diode 
-· immersed in liquid nitrogen. These characteristics, and 
I' 
tbose displayed in Figure 7, are for the same diode. A 
significant decrease in the resistance of the Au ~leads and 
Cr annu1u·s occur,s upon immersion of the unit. Let it be 
assumed that Au and Cr have equal temperature coefficients 
j 
of resistivity. Such an approximation is certainly within 
j 
the 1,1m1 ts or· a-ccuracy set by tne initial assumption of 
• 5 ohms resistance for each Au lead and contact. The 
cond~tion· of equal temperature coefficients of resistivity 

































·regardless of the ct·evice temperature. It is upon this 
basis.that the v0 r values employed in the respective 
voltage translations of the . I-V curves for deviaes a·t I , ~-
770K .have been corr~cted for IR drop in the two leads. 
.. 
Bot;,h the nominal and corrected guard voltages are indicated 
in Figure 8. 
When in an unguarded state, diode #8 exhibits 
.. 
an n·of 3.92·over 3 decades of current. A valid minimum 
n of 2.06 is reached over 5 decades of current at a :,-
nominal guard voltage of 1.0 volts •. These slopes are 
markedly different than those recorded at room temperature 
ror the same diode. It appears that barrier recombination 
current (n~~ 2) is enhanced over an e~ge recombination 
current. Despite the inherent tendency of-the guard 
ring structure to enhance Schottky current to a much 
greater degree :than it enhances current of ·higher n, no 
ideal Schot.tky current is visible in Figure 8. The results 
ror all diodes are summarized in Table 4·. Because of the 
pronounced recombination current present, the expected 
~~- a 
1 
· ,. enhancement ( I/I 0 ) of barrier current is calculated using 
. e . 
an n of 2.0. The.actual enhancement of current (I/I 0 ), a ... 
which, when possi~le, is evaluated at a VR value of ~65 
,· 
'~. •, ... 
~ volts for consistency, falls ofar short of the expected value • 
·! 
. ·.,: 
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't'}·'\. ·.-.. ' (111) Wet'nitrogen, 300°K ~ ! ' 
• I 
The results of this phase o:f the experiment 
~ 
are disappointing. Hypothetically, a change~ in the ambient I . 
- - . . . 1 . ·--:>-
will induce a change in the edge component· of current, 1 
\',} 
and this change would be evident in the characteristic ... 
.. . 
of an unguarded diode. Yet if the Cr annulus is non-
• 
porous to the ambients (thus able to afford protection to 
':t·. 
the metal-semiconductor interface), there will be no 
' change in the characteristic of a guarded diode for which 
the barrier currents have been sufficiently enhanced. 
Wet nitrogen is unsuitable for such a study 
;;, 
because leakage in the water film which condenses on the 
. . 
surface of both the diode and the header swamps out the 
•, 
lowest three decades (lo-9 to 10-6 amperes) of the diode 
. 
I-V characteristic. The great increase in current 
definitely can not be attributed to a change in surfac~ 
' . 
states and a ·corresponding increase in edge current. A 
. . 
~ . . 
·, . . 
. unit_lto which leads had not been stitched was completely 
covered with wax, then measured in the same manner as 
the actual diode. The I-V characteristic in the 10-9 to 
. ~6 . 
10 ampere range was identical to that observed for the 
active diode. For the waxed, unstitched un1t the only 
possible path.of current flow is the film of condensate. 
( 1 v) Dry carbon dioxide, 300 °.K 
As a check of the dryne·ss o.f the carbon dioxide, 
the -waxe_d, un-stitched unit W?S subjected to a flow rate 
... .. 
' 
-a•---•• ,-c••-••----·---•·-• •--, • 
.. . 
. -· ---·----------) . _; . -"--------- . --·--·- ·- ·--·-·- ... ·-·-·-
' .. ·' ' ' 1--·:--· ·, . 
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of 1.0 SLPM. Leakage currents no greater than 10-11 
amperes were recordep, so· this ambient was dry enough. 




a trnos phe ri c I-V measurements and, those made in dry CO~, 
those diodes which were to be subjected to the co2 
ambient were first remeasured in room air •. Unit #8, 
for· instance, when re~'measured shows an unguarded n of 
• 
' 
-1.17 (3 decades) which can be decreased only to 1.09 
(4 decades) by the guard ring itructure. Comparison with 
(' 
the earlier characteris-tic, which showed a decrease inn 
from 1.16 to 1.04, indicates deterioration of the guarding 
~ ,,, 
mechanism. Th.9t the deterioration is a direct result of 
~the Cr annulus becoming more porous through oxidation is 
supported by an observed rise in resistance of the guard 
circuit (t~o leads and annulus) rrom 3.64 ohms to 3.83 
ohms. Other diodes show similar increases in annulus 
resistance and degradation ~f guarding ability. 
':' 
The flow (at 1.0 SLPM) of dry CO2 ov'er diode #8 
causes no change in the unguarded characteri-atic, the n -
value· still belng 1.17 (3 decades). Now, however, n can 
be decreased to only 1 .10 ( 4 deca9,es) • Hence ~th·e CO2 is 
slightly affecting the·noh-edg~ components of cu~rent. - An 
explanation of the m~nner in which the CO2 affects the, 
- !~ 
s,µrface states. of the ·diode is not readily given because of 
\ 
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flow rate. It is found that increasing the flo~ r~te 
" 




more, · the percentage de_qr~~f?~. in __ our.rent incr.ea.ses. :w-1-th---· - ----------·· -·--·" . - - . - ' . 
increasing differential bias between dot and ring. 
Characteristically, the percentage decrease in current 
is a peaked function of the reference current ( at O_.O 
SLPM), the peak occur_ring at higher reference currents 
'-----.._.,. for greater guarding voltages. -~ This behavior is indicated 
' in Table 1.· It is of interest" to note that the maximum , 
sensitivity to the flow rate occurs when the ring has 
approxima tel'y zero bias with respect to the back con tac~. 
Table 1 I 
Typical Effect of co2 Flow Rate on 
~- Unwaxed Diode (Unit #14) 
Nominal dif-ferential bias, V 0 






"'-=' • 05 current chl:inge . 
Re~ference current {at 0.0 SLP~ CO2) 
Maximum decrease in current 
.. i (at 2.9 SLPM CO2 ) 
2% 3% 
{v) Waxed variations, 300°K 
Those devices wh!.Gh a.re waxed show imp·roved 
_,/ guarding qualities. In all cases then for an unguarded 
waxed diode is higher than then for the same unguarded 
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' ' 
voltage the diodes show lower n values ·when~waxed. As 
an example, unit ·#8, when -waxed· and sub''jected · to 1.0 
\ I • 
·' 
--" 
SLPM · co2, possesses· an unguarded n of 1. 24 ( 5 decad~_s ) ______ --:..---..---=---' . . .. -·· ; . ... . . . . . ,. -.. , 
· which can be Jectuced to 1. 07 ( 2 decades). Table 5 
facilitates comparison of the effectiveness of the 
\ t: 
guarding mechanism under various ambient conditions. 
Observe that even with wax, t.he minimum n obtained is 
··greater than then obtained months earlier for the then 
recently .fabricated device. Also note that th·e dewaxed 
diode has characteristics identical to those measured 
prior to waxing. Since in the unguarded mode, the waxed 
diode has a significantly higher n than the unwaxed diode, - . 
it is deduced that the waxing process··causes a reversible 
change in the surface states of the exposed GaAs. The 
\ 
wax also repairs, although not completely, the Cr annulus 
> 
by stopping up the pores and thus shielding the GaAs 
beneath. This partial repair is indicated by both the 
change in minimum n and the .decreased sensitivity to flow 
rate for the waxed devices (Table 2) a~ compared to the 
same unwaxed devices. (Table 1). 
Table 2 
Typical Effect of CO2 Flow Rate on 
Waxed Diode (Unit #14) 
Nominal d~fferential bias, VG 
lling bias, Vn-Va' for maximum 
· % current · change 
Reference current ( at O .O SLPM CO2) ,_ 
. ', 
Maximum decrease in current \\ 
.. (at 2 • 9 SLPM c·o2) "' 
·i · .. 
I .. 
-.i~ .. 1 
' . 
.. _,:. 
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· That the repair .·of the guardin.g mechan·ism is only partial . . . 
.... may be a ttr±,buted to the ·porosity" of the wax and/ or to. a . ...... ' 
,• reversible change in the surface states below the annu_lust ___ ·_.~--·-1 
. Just as with the unwaxed diodes, the anomaly c51' a sensi-
i tivity to flow rate which increases with increasing dif-
ferential bias is present. 
(vi) Etched variations 
,fr•,, 
Etching away the resistive annulus destroys 
the guard mechan~sm. The absence of the annulus causes 
any ~las differebtial between the dot and the ring to be' 
I dropped. across the semiconductor itself' rather than the .... ~ 
metal contact. Such a distribution causes a crowding_ of 
current toward the edg~s.of the dot and the ring rather 
than the enhancemefit of the dot current achieved with the 
annulus intact. Hence the diode is e~pected to behave 
like an ideal Schottky barrier to a lesser degree as the 
bias differential is increased, because the edge current 
.. will be enhanced. Indeed, an increasing di.fferential 
. I 
bias, for all three ambients investigated, is accompanie.d 
by· an increasing n. The results .for a typical diode are 
summarized ~n Table 4. At 77°K the increase in leakage 
9urrent is especially evident; the lower (10-9 to 10-7 · 
' 
ampere) range of the I-V plot becomes progressively more 
~- ·_ 
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Reverse Current-Volt~ge Characteristic 
" 
Log-log plots of t7pical reverse·characteristics 
. 





:"'r,,, ... -.,-.-., ..... " 
tempereture are presented in Figure 9. Notice that the 
abscissa is the applied reverse bias plus tre bull t-1n 
~oltage of the barrier. Sah, Noyce, and Shockley have 
-
shown that for the reverse component of current due to 
.. . 




is to be expected. For moderate reverse bias the Schottky 
current, becauee it is saturable (the image force lowering 
~-' 
of the barrier is small), will be negligible with respect 
to the non-saturating generation component,- and so the 
experimental plot of I should follow the-0exponential 
__ rev 
" dependence on VB + V • ·rcteal volume· or edge space 
·- rev 
-charge generation (i.e~ generation at the surface of the 
semiconductor around the perimeter of the ring, where the 
edge of the space eharge layer comes to the surface) ~111 -
1 (, 
possess an m = 2 _because of the dependence of the width\of 
the layer on the square root of the voltage.(ll) The 
numbers shown on Figure 9 indicate the values of m for 
th~ adjacent portions of the curves. For all diodes, the 
4{'. 
m values are at least two in the lower voltage range. Such 
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·_. _· ____ _,,,,.~,,.----------·--
-------- ·gene'ratibn-or 't\:> pure edge space charge generat-io-n·. 
Them values for the upper voltage range are relatively 
.-,-
ins~ns i tive to temperature change, and the incre~se 1~~--
---~---· 
current with voltage is very rapid. This behavior is 
characteristic of avalanch~ multiplica't1on.(l2 ) 
An activation energy plot, based on the 
I (11) procedure of Sah, Nqyce, and Shockley, is shown in 
,Figure 10. The reverse current at a bias of four volts 
"1s normalized by T3/2 and plotted in a Semi-log fashion 
. ' 
,/ 




en~~gy of the dominant generation centers is obtained 
.. 
from the ·slope of the plot as-~ 
E = -kl03t.{ ln(Ire/T3/2)} 




Very low activation energies are observed ("'.015 ev), 
implying the existence of Fextremely shallow generation 
cent~rs. The trap level {Et) is separated 'from the 
intrinsic Fermi le_vel (Ei) by a~proximately(ll) 
:• 
1 . 
- E1 = ~ E - -E. ~ . g a 
>- . 
This---places the level· within- kT { at room temperature) of 
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Certain o·r the experimental ·results w1_l_l 11Ql-L ___ . ___ .-,--__ ..., " - - ·- - ··-- ····-· . 
. . 
· be discussed in further detail. Significant i~plications 
concerning the porosity or non-porosity of the thin 
' . chromium film are pointed out in Section 1. Section 2 
- . ~- - .... -
concerns the capacitive measurements of the doping density 
land barrier height. A trapping meehanism is used to. 
exp;ain the observed upwa~d drift in capacitanc~ for a 
reverse-biased diode. The existence of such traps, the 
presence of an interracial layer, and an overestimation 
of the barrier area are considered as p9ssible causes of 
error in the experimental values for doping density and 
barrier height. Also in se·ction 2, comparison is made ~ 
~ 
; between the expe~imental barrier height and th~t predicted 
by the theory advanced by Cowley anq Sze. 
t Section 3 is concerned with the room temperature 
~ 
current-voltage characteristics. Four reasons ~hy the 
actual (experimental) enhancement of bulk current ls less 
~ 
than tne expected (theoretical) enhancement are exp~ored. 
<!J 
Jl 
',-For the forward characteristic, the theoretic-al n, 
corrected for the appropriate image force, is found to be 
in reasonable agreement with the experimental value. The 
reverse characteristic is probably caused by localized., 
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et1aracterist·ic·s at liquid nitrogen temperature, dis-
cussed in detail in Section 4. Absence of a s·chottky 




The' presence .. _of an n ~ 2 current 1for the guarded diode 
,. -·• ' 
implies that a recombination current is flowing, and 
that it is central rather than peripheral in~nature. Two 
,. 
,( _ _._ 
------ . mechanisms, one···or fie .. ld c:fssisted · tri"iiiori ty carrier inj~ction 
and the othef of electron trapping by centers·located 
within the space charge layer, are explored as pbssible 
causes of the predominant central recombination current. 








'\ l . 
../' 
Several phases of the experiment yield infor-
mation on the nature of the thin film of Cr lying between 














- -- / mtim possible enhancement of bulk currents over edge currents· 
by allowing the edge of the space charge layer to rise to 
the surface of the GaAs only beyond the perimeter of the 
... 
ring. Should pinholes exist in the film, the eft'ective 
~, 
~, 
value ·of the perimeter would increase and tne enhancement 
• 
of bulk current would not be as easily realized. 
That pinholes of an' _appreciable. cie~~i ty did 
exist .,on the diodes soon after deposition of the Cr is 
iridicated by the failure of the Au on Cr units while 
bonding the .individual diodes on hea.ders. What pr(?bably .. 
-, . 
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· a:f'te:r etching and. directly in c.ontact with the semi- ... 
··,·c..... 
. ... 
., - ' 
. ' 
conductor, alloyed t ipto the 'substrate when the·· eutecttu 
. 
. ,, .. 
~ . \ . 
r temperature for Au-.. GaAs was reached during the ·-bonding 
. ,- - ............. --------+------1 
·. ,1 .·. 
-
~, process. Yet the pinhole den~ity was not too high 
ori~inally, because the barrier heights were th~ Same 
for the (partiaily fabri?ated) Au on Cr diodes as t'or· 
· the Ag on Cr diodes. Also, the e·nhancement of the 
, 
. . . 
bulk current··for the fresh diodes at room temperature 
-----.. ·--·······-·.·--··-- --~------··-was· sufficient to show pure Sc-hottky behavior. No pin-
holes could be detected visually, but this is attributed 
to insufficient magnification. With the passing of time, 
the guard ring structure definitely began to fail, as. 
.. 
··-
·evidenced by the inability to attain pure Schottky 
behavior with the same diodes which behaved "ideally" at 
an earlier date. The deterioration is ascribed to slow , .. 
oxidation of the Cr. Although Cr is a member of the 
group of metals which forms protective oxides, it must 
be that over a span of months the very thin film does 
_become porous. The hypothesized increase in porosity is· 





1 Directing a regulated stream of dry CO2 a:t the 
diode does cause a slight .increase in the observed minimum. 
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... ,:i ·:· .. 
. is attributed·. to some unknown me_chanism by which the CO2 
changes the surface states, of the GaAs, thus making the 
edge current contribution of the pinholes -~igp.1.ficant • 
. ' ·~ -~ - ----· --·- --- -~ -· 
The edge· current ari~ing at the perime·ter of the ring, 
even though similarly affected by the co2, can be nul-
,. 
. .. 
lified by the application of sufficient differential bias • 
• 1 
-· The pinhole edge current, however, can not be so/ nullified, 
. .:. 
~specially for those pinholes immediately surrounding the 
.... - . . 
) 
. !· . ..: . ' 
,.1 
" --------·-~-- . . --~,.,. 
dot. Even covering the diode with wax does not completely 
repair the guarding capabilities of the structure, but 
.. I , 
the incompleteness may be due to a reversible change in 
the surface states of the GaAs caused by the trichloro-
ethylene and wax·. ~ No clue to understanding the mechanism 
_ by which CO2 affects the surface states has yet been found 
If a clue exists, it lies hidden in the manner in which 
-
the change in co2 flow rate changes the diode c~rre~t. · 
. . 
Why does an increase in flow rate decrease the edge current, 
why does an increase in differential bias increase .the 
sensitivity of the edge current to changes in the flow· 
~~ .... 
rate, and why does maximum sensitivity occur when the 
' 
ring is at zero bias with respect to the back? These '\ 
-~ 
questions will not- be answered here. The fact that waxing\ 
the diode does decrease th~ sensitivity to the flow rate 
is offered as further evidence that pinholes exist and 


























6f diod~ curreht·is ~till present in the wax cove~ed:. 
., 
·~diode, and the ~h:f,ck layer of wax is not suspected of· 
"'- ' 
being porous, so even a completely non-porous Cr film 
would p·resumably fail to shield ·the surface barrier 
~rom_the· mysterious influence of co2 • 
2. .. Doping Density and Barrier Height 
. < . 
The calculation to determine ·the donor ·density ., 
1 involves the ,,slope of the exper·1~~ntal 2 - .V Plot. C 
' 
Monsanto, the supplier of the GaAs, claims an impurity . 
. ,




method indicates a density of only 2.0 x 10 
Although t~discrepancy is not of drastic 
/ 
propo~~on, and the experimenta~result is more reliable 
than Monsanto's estimate, it is of interest to discuss 
the possible causes for\obtaining a low doping density. 
l> • 
First to be considered is ,,,the upward dr~ift in capacita~ 
seen when the diode is under reverse bias. Such a 
phenomenon was also observed
1
by Goodman,(~) when making 
similar measurements on cadmium-sulfide (CdS). He offers 
. I 
., 
, .. ,. 
·-· 1. 





Under reverse bias, traps which are normally full and 
neutral might slowly ionize by e~ptying down to a level 
6E b~_.low the conduction band, the energy LlE being dependent 
on the duration and the magnitude oft.he applied bias. 
: f 
It was found that for CdS a period of 20 minutes-·at a 
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capac1tane-e-----value. Under such· conditions the reverse 
-··- . .-:. 
bias portion of the 12 - V plot . is_ expe.cted t() have a. C . . . 
downward curvature, since in this .region.· . 
; ·. 
-- . . . . ' . ---.-_-)- .. ~~ 
.. ll{l/C2 ) _ 
, Av -
·~ 
Nt is ~-~- trap density and ~ is that f'raction of the 
traps whiah are empty (ionized) for a certain magnitude 
and d~ration of bias. -As either magnitude or duration 
of bias increases,~ is expected t~ increase, finally 
reaching' unity for sufficiently large bias and time. 
Since the experimental procedure employed was to take 0. 
~ .... 
•· ~ ,. l. ') t 
cap-aci tance readings "simultaneous" to ~the application 
of bias, it is probable that~ approaches zero for traps 
~f sufficiently long release times. Hence the drift 
f 
~, 
observed indicates the presence of slow trapping levels 
below the conduction band, but because of the measure-
ment technique, such traps could not have produced the 
low ND value obtained. 
·-.1 
' 
Also to be cohsidered is the possible effect of 
r 
the.insulating interfacial layer on the slope of the 
~ - V plot. This layer is postulated to have a permit-C 
tivity ~qual to that of free space and to be free of 1 space 
charge effects. Let it be assumed that the surface charge 
density (Q.) does not vary with applied bias, and also ss 
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T.nese assumptions are logical ext·ensions of the fact 
that the high. density of surface s·ta te s "pins" the 
t>· 
• I 
Fermi level at the surface,, and of ,-the previous assumption 
relating to the electron. tranip~rency or the inter-
facial layer. In other wotds, the surface state charge 
density ·1s a function only .of the semiconductor surface,.-
. 
anu · all· of----·t·he· ·appli-ed ·bia·s is---supe-rimposed -on- -the--------------·-
• I 
effective barrier, ~Bn· Now the capacitance measured 
is a dynamic bapacitance, where the ca~acitance per 
unit area is given by. ... 
C d(QBB + QBC) 
-
-A - -dV 
.. 
Under the supposed conditions, dQ88/dV equals zero, and 
(A/c) 2 varies linearly with v. Hence the interracial 
layer does not affect the experimental determination of 
1 
ND.· There exists a simple reason for the discrepancy 
between Monsanto's value for ND and the capacitively 
•' .... _ 




area. Since A appears in the denominator of the expression 
giving ND' un~ercutting of the 18 mil diameter photoresist 
mask by the etchant, to form a 16.6 mil diameter barrier, 
will cause the noted discrepancy in ND. Such drastic 
undercutting is n.ot necessary in light of the presence 
of pinholes in the Cr annulus, which also decrease the 
actual area of the barrier. In all ·probability the 
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the~experimen~a:1 value bf 2.0X 1016/cm3 fB·1ow, 
.. 
. .I . 
' 
but the true value is .not.as high as the Monsanto 
I 
-
. , ' 












.. , ;· · 1 
• 
the built-in voltage will n·ow be discussed. Normally 
- L_ 
! . the existence, under reverse bias, of slowly emptying !· 
I 
i, JJt 
- . . . ' . . . - ... - -- ..... ·- . - ·t-- -· 
-----~--:----t-ra-ps-- -woul-d-- -ra-ise ·-the--- 11±nfin1.te- ca·p·a-c1t-an-c-e-" --inte·rce·pt-- ----·~----~-t-~ 
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of the ~ - V plot. The experimental procedure, however) . j C l . 
.·.,· 
.: avoids such an_ error. Because of its capacitance, which 
appears in series with the capacitance of the space 
charge layer, the presence of an interfacial layer will 
erroneousiy raise the value of the built-in voltage ,. 
(Vint+ kT/q). What should be done to find the value of 
· applied bias at which the semiconductor space charge 
layer vanishes is to find the voltage at which C/A = Ec/6, 
the interfacial capacitance per unit area. Instead, the 
plot is extrapolated to the infinite capacitance point, 
giving rise to the last two correction terms(3,S) in 
Eq. 2. These corrections have been made in the ~Bn + 6~n 
value shown on page 18. An error irf the measurement of ) 
diode area, however, by affecting·ND' -also affects V~· and 
the interfacial and image force correct~on terms. For this 
reason the important parameters of the surface barrier 
- 16 3 are recalculated using ND= 2.8 x 10 impurity atoms/cm. 
VF - 3.0 kT/q 
. ,·-. 
tBn~<l>n ~ .Boo + 4.0 kT/q .103 -
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·::~--Tfie··' eff~f,tive ::'barrier height :~lt room temperature and 
.., "\· ' ' 
zero bias, ~B., is found to be .66- volts. 
no . 
Hence there 
' is a .03 volt drop in the effective room tempera·ture· 
__._,_ _________ ., __ , .. 
:.". 
barrier height for the higher ND value. 
It is 9f · intere~t to compare· the barrier height,· 
.... >:t.... 
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the metal-semiconductor system as employed here.· ·They 
derive an expression for the barrier height_ 
where 
• 
Reasonable agreement was f'ound between .. this ·theoretical 
expression and experimental results for:metals on Si, 
.,... 
' 
' GaP, GaAs, and CdS. In particular, data by Mead and 
Spitzer( 2 ) for (110) GaAs give the empirical expression 
~Bn = .055 ~M + .599 
Chromium has -··a vacuum ~ark function of 4. 37 ev. The 
corresponding ct>Bn is • 84 ev, much higher ._.than the .66-
.69 ev barrier height obtained here. The present experi-
ment, however, employs (111) GaAs and so possible dif-
ferences exist in the electron affinity (x), the density 
of surface states (D8 ), and the interracial layer. A 
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fabricated on the (I.il) face ·of GaAs are relatively 
1 · · insensfti v.e to the metal work functio.n. It may be 
argued, then, that the density of surface states on 
---------·-----· ·- .. 
1---· -- - --
' {iII) GaAs is of the same order of magnitude as for 
(110) GaAs. Let it be assumed that 
14 2 
, D8 ~ 1.9 x 10 st.ates/cm -ev • 
-----.~---· - - - -- - - -- -- -~ ---- ~-- -· - .....____-----~--- - ----------------~------ --




1 ~ 4.07 ev ~ 
' 
J 
<t> ~ o.48 ev 
0 
0 
6 ~ 10 A • 
.. 
The quanti:ties n8 ··and <I> 0 are calculated for the_ Cowley-
Sze model (Eqs. 6 and 7) using the (110) data of Mead 
and Spitzer~ The electron affinity is lrnown r.or (110) 
GaA~, but it is unavailable for {III) GaAs. In other 
words, the one change between (III.) and (110) GaAs is 
0 
that the interracial layer is assumed to be 10 A thick 
0 
as opposed to the monolayer (4 A) which likely existed 
on the vacuum cleaved samples of Mead and Spitzer. The 
theoretical expression (Eq. 6 )~ for barrier height becomes 
~Bn = ·.029 ~M + .534 · 




tBn = .029 ~M + .523 .. 1 
-~ 
for a donor concentration of 2. 8 x 1016 /cm3 •. For the Cr 
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and .65 ev.,for the respective donor densities. This 
·.65-.66 ev range agrees favorably with the experimental 
t' 
.66- .69 ev range in barrier height, and· the agr~ement _________ _ - -- . - . - , .... " .. . ......... - ...... - . . .. . . ' . -· -· .. ··-·-·-·-----.--------·-'·-·--·-·-·-···-················ ..... -• ..... -•·· ··-···· ---- . 
is offered as a Justification of the assµmed thickness 
LI 
, 











In Appendix A it is shown that for a completely 
forward biased structure, the expected enhancement of a 




-1 V 1 
s = ~ [ln ( ri/~n)J ~ 
The results "summarized in Table 3 indicate that the ) 
theoretic~l enhancement of bulk current {assumed to be 
I 
\ 
entirely Schot.t;ky current of n = 1.06) is not attainable. 
' A variety of fa~!ors cause the discrepancy between I/I0 e 
and I/I0 • a 
Firstly, ti::ie values- for I/I0 are obtained for a YR= .10 volts, and here the unguarded characteristic 
_J contains a relatively high deg~ee of edge current, thus 
I 0 is higher than if it were merely ideal Schottky current. 
Pinholes in the resistive annulus have already been 
., 
-
mentioned as a probable source of a barrier current 
!•· 
• ; ,. I . 
.. i (i 
' : l 
'· 
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component over which the Schottky current can not be 
.. 
·easily enhanced. Thirdly, the p_otenti~l distribution 
. . 
- between the __ dot anq_ ~l"l.~_ :r_t:g._g ____ WJ:J_i __ J_q~-~ _ +t.~- _:radial symne.tr¥-----~---~--------:.:_-·----·----·----- ··- - - . . ·- -· --· --·-- ·- ------ - --- -~----·-------·--· .. - ... _----,--,.,..,...,.----
as the differential bias is incr~ased. (l3) .The re sis-






tance seen by a current flowing within, the guard ring, 
. fro.(~ a given point to the diametrically opposite point, 
is approximately 0.1 ohm at room temperature. Certainly 
this resistance becomes appreciable for the high guard 
currents (on-the order of 100 milliamps for v0 = 0.40 
volts at room temperatur~). Since only one lead is 
~itched to the ring, the guard current will tend to take 
the shortest path between the dot lead and the ring lead. 
" The resulting asymmetric voltage distribution is one in 
~ 
~ 
which that portion of. the: guard ring op-posite the site ,,-4"' 
..,..:r 
of the stitched lead is at about the same potential as the 
. dot, and thus the enhancement qualities of the device are 
not fully realized. Evidence of such a r .. adially asymmetric 
guard potential distribution is present in the guard 
' circuit resistance measurement~ made at 77°K. Because 
each diode is mounted on an adequate header an-d immersed 
in liquid N2, it is reasonable to assume that the power 
~dissipated in the guard circuit does not increase the 
IJ 
temperature of the diode. Yet -small increases in guard 
circuit resistance are observed for incre~ses in the guard 
( 
voltage. These resistance increas·es mus1f be ascrib.ed to 
........ _ 
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A fourth cause o·r. ·decreased enhancement 1-s---'· 
) )', I' 
possible only for the room tempera.ture mea~urements, · a--nd 
w,·· that pis an incre-ase ii'i temperature and a subsequent -----·-------~----- --.. ---··----·••-•••••••••••••••••·•'••••••·•-•..,..••-:•<•-••:•H••Oo•••••••••oOO•o•••-·•••••--••O•••••••••••••••••••oo•.-•••·o•,.o••••• •••·••-• • •-• •-• ••-•••--• • •••••••••·••••••••••0••••••o••••000••••• -•-0-o-·••·•·•·•u-•-•·•··••··•••·•·· . '• ••• o··· • 
l ' 
. 'decrease in_ the enhancement exponents. Resistive 
measurements on·~he guard circuit provide a means of 
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----- ------in-- resistance observed at ... room tem·perature are_ attributed 
.. 
" 
--- - . 
•· 
to both non-uniformity of current flow and thermal power 
dissipation, while simila-r increases at liquid N2 tempera-
ture are ascribed to only the former cause-. Let the 
i' 
temperature dependence of the guard circuit resistance be 
written as 
Ra = R0 [1 + a. (T - 77°K)] , , 
where R0 is the Fesistance at 77°K and·a is the tempera-
ture coefficient of resistivity. Implicit in the above 
formula are the reasonable assumptions that a is independent 
of temperature, an·a that the Au leads, Ag dot and ring, and 
Cr annulus all have essentially the same a. It is also 
... ,.... / . 
. , 
reasonable to assume that no heating occurs for the modest 
-t~ 
guard voi tage of .13 vo·l ts ( corresponds to less than 6 
milliwatts). 
.. r __ ··.·. /-.·, 
x...J'·' 
• 
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The term R 
·O 
denotes the rati'\ or the resistance 
IG ( .13 ). -c, 
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both resistances are evaluated at. the same level of 
w 
guard current (I0). 
.,· 
This particular ratio is taken 
because the degree' of asymmetry of the annular potential 
' ', 




. ~ level. The specific guard current chosen is that which is 
observed for~ guard voltage (VG) of .13 volts when the 
. 
device is at room temperature. An average temperature 
'-
co e ff i c i en t of resistivity of 1.47 x 10-3/°K is found 
for the devices, the spread being from 1.26 x 10-3/°K to 
Once a has been found, tre formula below 
-~ ::-
yields the true temperature of the devi(ce at the given 
(nominal) guard voltage v0 
- 1 
Notice that the ·ratio of resistances is always between 
.. 
resistance values for identical potential distributions. 
Figure 11 is a typical plo·t of RG and R0 , with the amount 
-1 
of heating aboveJroom temperature indicated for various 
guard voltages. Generally, the minimum valid n for a 
•, 
guarded diode at room temperature is observed at or below 
~~ 
a nominal guard voltage of .20 volts. Calculations con-
cerning the resis·t,ive heating typically snow that the 
• • 
• u . 
-
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. . 
temperature increa .. a.e""ii·s riot significant (i.e., ~ 1°K) for· 
such modest guard voltages, and thus the minimum valid n 
values do not need correcting. There are two exceptions: 
~r ~ . , 
. -· .... -- - ... - - - - - . - . - .... - - - ....... ·-- ·- - . ' - - ··-·· --· - ·····--·- ... ... - . - ···--. -- .. - -·· ... - -- .. 
. - --------···-· --·-·-·······--·-···-··--·····-·-············----- .... 
unit #11 shows a 4°K rise in temperature at its point of 
minimum n, and unit #14 shows a 9°K rise at its point of 
.l 
minimum n. The corrected values of n are entered in Table 3. 
:bespi te th~ inability to ol:Ytaifr-·-Ers-·-·g-re·Eit- .. an -- -
e 1n,hancement of bulk current as is predicted by Equations (4)-
~ 
and (5), it is possible to achiev~ essentially ideal 
Sehottky barrier behavior. For a Schottky diode in which 
........ 
the thermionic diode theory is applicable ancl image force 
barrier lowering is the only complication, the forward 
v' 
r 
characteristia for a bias greater than 3kT/q is of the 
form 
"-
I u eqV/nkT >· 
where 
That is, n is a function or the applied bias because of 
the· field dependence of the image force lowering term -1-n 
• 
the expressio.n ·fo-r the effective barrier. height. Consult 
' 
Appendix B for details. Figure 12 is a plot of the ideal 
Schottky n as a function of the applied bias, V. Two 
curves are plotted, corresponding Uo t~e two doping 
concentrations. A complication enters because the guarded 
·structure is in reality a distributed diode. Each small 
























bias, and thus the experimentally observed current 1s· 
in fact a summation of bulk currents of varying n. 
Ideally, then of the Schottky current varies continuously 
.. . 








as a function· of the annular radius, with the minimum 
. \ 
value ~termined by the potential VD of the dot. 
· Provided the Schottky current ·is enhanced 
suffic!ently over. the non-Schottky com:pohents,. the 
minimum experimental n will fall between the limits set 
by the theoretical values corresponding to VD and VR. 
·1*- -
It would be absurd to actually compute the summation of 
bulk currents for the purpose of finding the theoretical 
effective n of the total Schottky current, since the 
; 
experimental value of n is little more accurate than the 
full range of theoretical n values between VD and VR. The 
range of theoretical n of special interest is replotted in 
Figure 13, and superimposed on the theoretical curve are 
horizontal lines which indicate the minimum experimental 
n obtained for each diode. The data must be represented 
\ 
as a line of length VDrnax-(VDrnin-vG•), because it is this 
·--i . 
• 
range of voltages which e]\,Jst on the diode for the port+on 
1 
of the experimental I-V plot (Fig. 7) from which n.is 
taken. Table 3 lists the v0 • and the range~of VD for-
each minimum experimental n •. rt is seen that only unit 
#1 disagrees significantly with the thed~etical n v~lue, 
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- .. , / ... 
number of pinhole imperfections fn this parti'cular Cr 
annulus. The group of diodes as~a whole may be 
., 
~-
character 1 zed as possessing an n of 1.06, a·value which· 
,' 
'. 
' . _\ 
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is in agreement wi~h Schottky diode theory. 
Nothing can be adaed to what has already been 
stated about the results of the various other room 
. .. -/ 
temperature forward I-V characte"ristics of the diodes • 
The controlied introductiorw of ambien_~~, th~ waxing. of' 
the diodes, and the etching of the annulus all serve to 
I 
emphasize the sensitivity of the non-Schottky components 
.. 
to the cbndition ot' the semiconductor surface, and they 
~ 
also serve to highlight the gradual tleterioration of 
the guard ring structure with time. 
I 
The reverse current at room temperature, even 
fo~ mode~ate applied bi~s
1
(< 5 volts), can not be attri-
. -
1 buted to volume space charge generation (m = -2 ), because 
the experimental mis at least two. Kahng(l2 ) and \ 
Kuper(l4) have reported edge space charge generation with / 
1 
-~ m=l rather than m = 2 . Yet even this current has too 
/""'"' 
slow a voltage dependence to-explain the reverse character-
I I 
istic observed at room temperature~ It is probable that. 
both t~.e upper range of this reverse characteristic aQ.d 
,/ 
the .·:~ntir.e range of the 77°K reverse characteristic are 
experiencing a high degree of avalanche multiplication • 
The likely explanation for·the J.,ower portion of the 3oo~K 
( 
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50 
characteristic is'also avalanche multiplication, 
although of a lesser degree, and occurring· as micro-
. . ' 
,, 
,, ~ ... 
,i .• 
r" ", 1.a.' 
.. 
I•., ' 
plasmas. A microplasma is~ localized avalanching ! 
. - -- --- - . - -.. - - ... - . - . ·-- ----------- ----·· ··------- -----· -·--·---···--- ----- .. 
I 
- --- ------------------·-----------....- .. --,---·----:.·------.. --~ ----------'-~----------- -
" 
produced by a high local field at the site of a crystal 
defect. Because of avalanching, the edge currents 
are not dominant in the range of reverse bias used. 
This means that the activation energy plot to find the 
generation-recombination centers is useless. In fact·, 
the activation energy plot had been regarded with great 
suspicion because of the extremely shallow trap level 
which the analysis suggested.· As will be discussed 
soon, such a shallow trap level is not consistent with 
then~ 2'observed for the guarded forward characteristics 
at 77°K. 
4. Current-Voltage,Characteristics, 77°K 
At first glance, one might expect that lowering 
the diode temperature to 77°K would greatly increase the 
,· 
' 
enhancement capaoility qf the guard ring structure, for 
a fixed differential bias, because of the inverse dependence 
of son T (Eq. 5). Such is not the case, however, because 
n values in th~eighborhood of two, rather than one, are 
, ,, 
seen for the diodes immersed in liquid ·nitrogen. -It is 
likely that the same factors Which caused the observed, 
enhancement values to be below the expected enhancement 
., 
~ val.ues at room temperature are a·1so operating .for the 
cooled diode. A Pise in temperature due to resistive 
' 
~ ... ~- •••.• --,---···,!-••. ,. ,,._ ··.,.,~-:.,--~---- .-_.,_.., __ r:-.· • - •, ... ·--..... -- - ·--·------------ --- - 4 
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\ 
heating is not likely fbr this case, but the other factors, 
such as pinholes and asymmetric voltage distribution, 
' 
should be no more nor less degrading than at room. 
-~• JI, •• •· r••·-•·•--•- ··•··•·-.. -·-·-···-·· ··•·•······•·•··--•· -- ··••·••• _ _:___~......;.....:_----·--·-······· . ····· ·- .. 
.. 
,. 
. ,: : 
temperature.· Tha~ is, imperfection~ in the st!'U"Cture 
of the device can not be blamed.for the absence of • 
Schottky current at 77°K. In fact at 77°K the guarding 
mechanism will still be operative, the differential 
Bias will still enhance the barrier current over the 
edge current, and, within the barrier current, the 
component of lowest n will be most enhanced. If n's 
of two~are observed at 77°K, then the Schottky current 
(n ~-1.06) must be so small as to be essentially out of' 
reach of the enhancement mechanism. The resulting pre-
dominance of ~combination cur~nt is cause~ by the 
·'• 
great temperature sensitivity of the Schottky current. 
Let the recombination current be described as 
The appropriateness of this expression will be discussed 
\ 
later. It is known that the Schottky current is of the 
approximate form 
4 
, .. -q<l>Bn /kT 
J cc. T·~ e ' o e qV/kT 
,. 
·-' 
:J . ,f 
.· 
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. 'l'fie ratio of the two· components is 
--=--l!il·- .... ,.1-...... 
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·For purposes of making an order of magnitude calcu-
lation, the activation energy is taken as .35 ev 
{implying deep traps), and the barrier height is 
. 
approximated as .69 volts. A drop in temperature 
'1 
-from 300°K to 77°K results in increases in the ratio 
10 




biases of O, .5, and 1 vol-ts. The temperature sensi __ ~ 
tivity of the ratio (Eq. 9) is changed drastically by 
a variation in activation energy. Identical calcul~-
tions for a shallower (but still fairly deep) trap of id• 
.20 ev activation energy yield corresponding values for 
..... 
Jt/J of 1023, 101, and 10-2 for o, · .5, and 1 volt biases 
respectively. 
Now at room temperature and .5 volts forward 
/ ~ bias, the unguarded currer1t characteristic probably 
.....-i contains an edge component about two ora~rs of magnitude 
I•· smaller than~ the Schottky current, because the observed 




mode, the t_heoretical enhancement, even at low guard 
voltage, is able to swamp out the edg-e component. Fa~ the 
same .5 volt forward bias at 77°K, however, the unguarded 
.. ~. -
,.l . 
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~-: .. ·char(acte.ristic contains an edge component (E8 =· .20 ev); 
,, 
say, five orders of magnitude larger than the Schottky 
component. Table 4 indicates that the lower limit of the 
bias range ·in which the n's of two ·are observed is 
greater than .5 volts, thus the ratio of n~2 current to n~l 
current is even less than 105. · In additLoni the expected 
enhancement values for the n=l current, for the guard 
12 
·voltages at which the n=2 current is seen,. are 10 to 
44 . · · · 
10 , . certainly enough to emphasize· Schottky current over . 
~ edge current, even at 77°K. 
In Figure 8, it is evident that the estimate of 
v0
1 is too low, because each curve should lie above those· 
.of lesser guard voltage. Portions of curves (2) and (3), 
however, ~re below curve (1). 1l'-3 . A higher v0 1 estimate would 
shift them further to the left, placing them above curve 
(11, the characteristic for zero guard voltage. This 
error made in reducing ·v0 to account for lead IR drop 
is of little consequence, what matter are the values of 
n which are observed. Recalculation of the expected 
'enhancement of Schottky current over edge current would 
yield even higher values of I/I0 e, and yet the edge current 
persists in the experimental evaluation of the diodes. 
Notice that most of the diodes, when unguarded, 
l . 
possess an n of at least three, often it is greater than 
four. Suppose that this component of current arises due 
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on.the surface of the GaAs, from the perimeter of the 
ring outward. Exactly why the ungµarded n is so high is 
'!ff' 
no·t known, but the mechanism -must be ext:remely sensitive 
~-----------. --
. -~--· . 
---
8 
to surface conditions, since there is .much var~ation in 
n between· the various diodes. Because this edge current 
possesses such a high n, it is readily swamped out by 
·the guarding mechanism; swampea·out, in fact, by an n~2 
· current rather than Schottky current. It.has .been shown 
that the guard ring structure at 77°K is capable of 
swamping out even n~2 currents should they arise.at the 
edge of the ring and beyond. Hence the n~2 current mus·t 
,, 
be flowing in the central portion of the surface barrier, 
where the guard ring structure is not able to differentiate 
so easily between currents of various n values.\ That is, 
the guard ring will enbance both the Schottky current 
I, 
.,. .. 
and this other barrier current ove~, t,n.e ydge current, and 1' 
1
, ,·~ I 
'1· I 1 ,, ., • ' • ' ' \/ 1 I!' j. V.I ~ •. \I· \,,r ' , , 
1 . .• 1 !•~ .. ·/:;_.,;._,r,.~··•J·'f" ! \ ', ',\ll ~-,J, ... i,. 
> '' ' I 
although the relative enhancement of the Schottky current 
is greater (sis approximately twice as great), the low 
. ·~ 
temperature allows the other (central) current to pre-
dominate.(l5) Entri~~ in Table 4 show that the theoretical 
guard ring enhancement of n=l Schottky current relative to 
n=2 barrier current is of the order of 1016 to 1018 . This 
is well below the 1023 zero bias thermal enhancement of 
the hypothesized n=2 central current (E8 ~ .• 20 ev). · 
Granted, 'the thermal enhancement at .5 volts bias is only 
107, but previously discussed imperfections in the guardl11g 
rilechanism will decrease· the actual guard ring enhancement 
from 1016 to below 101, thus making t~e thermal mechanism 
t' 
... 
predominant. .,,.. . 
,, 
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. Oiyen that a current -component of n~2 exists; • 
it h~s beeh established that it can only be observed if 
... 
. ... . . it _is a bulk phenomenoni Mone can--be said about the I L I 
'···-~------·~-- ---· ·--41 
---~ 
----------······---· .. ·- .... 
'. 
. .,. 
origin of this barrier current. Drift-field hole current, 
arising from the ~njection of-minority carriers, is one 
possibility. For moderate to heavy forward bias, the 
injection ratio iS'given by (l6 ) 
-2 
ni J 
b ND2 Js 
, . 
where ni is the int~insic concentration, bis the mobility 
• . 
.. ratio, J8 is the Schottky diode saturation current density, 
and J is the diode forward current density. Taking 
n1 = 4 x 10
6/cm3 (at 300°K) 
b = 5.7 
ND= 2,x 1016/cm3 
J/Js = 107 
yields an injection ratio of 7 x 10-14 . The extremely low 
--~l 
intrinsic concentration for GaAs is what makes injection 
' d 
unreasonable, and of course n1 decreases with decreasing 
temperature, so the injection ratio at 77°K will be even 
less than 10-14 . 
It is proposed that a current of the form described 
in Eq. (8) is produced bf electrons falling into deep traps 












. -. ' - . - . -· J - = - . q, . ' -
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.enter t1'e metal by tunnelling. Such a model has been 
proposed, and substantiated experimentallY, by Dum1n(l7). 
Deep traps are required, because current due to shallow 
) . 
j 
"· . \; 
----- ~--'--~--- ---------····· ·-------- ... -,- -··-·--·-------..;__;.__ __ _ 
~.-
\, 
traps would exhibit an n~l rather· than an n~2. The 
'.• 
assumed activation energy of .20 ev, whi·ch gives s·ufficient 
thermal enhance~en~ of Jt over J (Eq. 9), corresponds to 
f . . 
a trap located~.5~ ev above the intrinsic Fermi level. 
~' 
'A schematic representation of the electron path is 
i 
presented in Figure 14.· \ 
Despite the many precautions taken during 
"' 
~· fabrication of the diode, a wide variation in surface 
conditions exists. This difference in surface properties 
among the diodes is most evident in the unguarded n of 
J 
1.74 for diode #4 at 77°K. For this one unit, no .. 
channels {or whatever ·the cause of edge current possessing 
high n) develop, yet for all other diodes, edge components 
I 
in a ~ange of high unguarded n values (2.46 to 4.59) are 
present. A large spread in the guarded n {1.54 to 2~27) 
also exists. Evidently the trapping level in the space 
charge l~yer is influenced by the variation in semicon- ~ 
' ductor surface conditions between the various diodes. 
Certainly the bulk properties of the UaAs could not vary 
drastically enough to produce the observed spread in the 
\ J 
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"' . pe BJ)_1_t~ ___ 1.mp~r_fe.ct.1ons ____ in ... the.-8118-M--.t!-:1RnJg~-----.;.....:..:_;_-:-.;.,.--:--,----"' 
\----s-;~c~~:-e-, the enhancement mechanism at 300°K is 
" 
' .., 
StJ.,ff!,cient to yield ideal Schottky forward c11aracteristics 
=f with n typically equal .to 1.06. This value for the 
guarded n is consistent with a lowering of the l;,arrier 
.. . •. ,,-:{, • ·, . : ,a 
caused by th€ image force. At room temperature, then; 
it is the edge ·component of current ),hich causes the 
non-ideal behavior of the 'unguarded diode. 
S~hottky current is extremely sensitive to. 
temperature, and at ·77°K it is so small, relative to the 
recombination currents, that the guard ring is unable to 
" ~ make the Schottky current predominant. Two current 1 
. \ 
components are visible in. the unguarded forward charac-
" 
teristic of the cooled diode: an edge cur~nt with an , 
anomalously high n (2.46 to 4.59), and a bulk recom~ 
bination current with an n of about two (1.54 to 2.27). 
, The guarded, cooled diode exhibits only the 'qulk component. 
; 
This current is hypothesized as resulting from a capturing 
'' 
, ' 
of electrons by fairly deep traps located within the 
space charge layer. From these traps, which are situated 
· near the metal-semiconductor iNterface·, the electrons 
tunnel to the metal. The appreciaple s~read in guarded 
_.,,/· 
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d'ifferent levels in different diodes. This differe-nce 
~ L' 
, is ascribed to variations, b~tween diodes; in the 
.?'~ 











' .. ) At both 300°K and 77°K, the reverse, current is 
dominated, even· at· low bias, b~- localizeti avalanche 
multiplication occurring as microplasmas. Hence the 
study of the reverse characteristics yields no useful 
information on the nature 1.of the hypot~esized deep traps. 
'1 
. Capacitance measurements show the Cr to n-type 
(i!i) GaAs.diode to have a donor concentration of 
• -,P 
• 
2.0 x 1016;cm3 and an effective zero bias barrier height 
of o.69 volts. These results are consistent with the 
Cowley and Sze model for a metal-semiconductor system 
/ 
0 having an interfacial layer w~ich is 10 A thick and 
transparent to electrons. 'An upward drift in capacitance 
., 
for a given reverse bias is ascribed to slowly emptying 
traps distributed below the conduction band. 
Because of the limitation to high resistivity 
. 
metals, the particular method ~mployed to guard the ,.' 




general study of a wide variety of metal-semiconductor 
systems. Indeed, the guardvring structure is even awkw~rd 
for the investigation"of Cr ton-type GaAs diodes. Sig- . 
3 I nificant degradation
1 of the guarding mechanism results from 
f., 
"' both the- radial asymmetry of the .distribution of guard 
potential ( caus.ed by Ilon-z~ ring' resistance), and the 
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I. 
A. ExEected Enhancement Q,;f.,..Ba_r:rje·r C.Ur.~_at_ {afte_r_ __ ----(-s-J--~·---·--·; 
Iwersen, et al ) 
Consult Figure 2 for a representation of the 
- voltage distribution of the dio.de •. This distribution 
will be radially symmetric provide.d 'the sheet resistance 
of the thin film is uniform and the current flow from 
dot to ring is radially symmetric. The mathematical 
expression of such a distribution is 
I 
. V{r) - V ·-v ' rR ~ r ~ r 0 - D G 
-1 
V{r) - V -V ' +V' [1n{rrlrn)] ln(rI('r) rD ~ r ~ rR - D G G 
V{r) - VD 0 ~ r ~ ~D -
Suppose that, initially, the diode is at a uni-
form potential VD-Va' with current de·nsity J 0 , where J0 
refers separately to the Schottky current or the recom-
bination (bu:k, not edge) current, depending on the value 
assigned ton. 
a given n is :·· 
The corresponding total diode current for 
) 
\ 
I = vro2 J • 0 0 . 
' '\.._ . 
Now suppose a voltage v0 r is applied between the 
dot and the guard ring, the dot being positive with respect 
to the guard ring, but the latter remaining at an unchanged 
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. \·1,_ 
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.if. 




~'-- ·---···~-- - ----...-p:> 
.•.• J,• 
60 · t 
•·'i 
-----,...--.---·-······· to·rward b-ias o·r · the dot will en·hance the tiieal ~:,, ·· . .,.. - --
Schot.tk1y and bulk recombination components of current, 
I 
I . :; 
.• \ 
while the edge current will remain unchange~--~·;,, -{ In. 
' 
~-
- - ... - - -~ - -- - - ;w 
.,., : I 






actuality, the experimental procedure was to hold the 
ddt at cohstant forward bias and depress the ring ~!as . 
. -
There is no significantti difference.) 
. i' -· • I 
Let ,., 
Then the corresponding current densities are 
.J(r)·= J. 
0 rR ~ r ~ r 0 
Jo R) 8 J{r) - Jo exp [nfT ~V(r)] = rD ~ r ~ rR 
J(r) - Jo{rJ/rn)s O ~ r ~- rD ·-i 
where 
The total current is 
•• 





so that the expected emphasis of barrier current over edge 
current is 
' . 
This function is plotted in Figure 6 .• ..-
_._I 
... 
f ~--.. -----~-- -·· -----·- .. -· 
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. B. 1$ff'ect of Image ,F¢>rce .on :Barrier Height 
4-i. 
'qi,, 
A_ Schottky barrier for which thermionic diode~ 
. theory is applicable and image force l9wering is the 
- -·-· . ---,. -·1··:: ... :--~,..:- - -·· ·----- . - -- -- - ---·-··-·-------·-----·----
. V 
·only complication has a forward characteristic describable 
by 
• • 0 
-The amount by. whic_h the_ image force lowers the barrier 
. - ---
if 
is a·function of the field at the metal-semiconductor 
interface. Of course, the field can be related to the 
total voltage across the space charge layer. A complete 
treatment yields 







the following expression for the barrier 




B D - 2 - 8'JT'Eo 3 Ea ES 
:.·, 
c!>Bn = { c!>Bn +t.c!> n) - 6g, n' 
" 
and from Eq. (2) it is seen that the quantity (~Bn+6~n) 
is not a function of the bias voltage. The theoretical 
-, _;· Schottky current may be written as 
{ 2 -q(~B +6~ )/kT} q(V-~~ )/kT J ~ A *T e n n . e n _ 
--~ ' ' 
• 
. .. . 
.,. 
., 
~ .. . . ... 
.. 
. ---- ·• - ------- ·-~---·-- .. -
[• i 
















') 62 v • I 
'"""l1o,.,,'r)t,,,,,,,,.,u,. 
The term enclosed by { } do~s not change with ~pplied bias., 
.• 











I • ~ 1 1, l 
, ' ' .. 
J a: e qV/nkT, 
,..; :• 
whe:rre 
n = ~ [dV/d(ln J)] ,.\ 
----~--------_ - - - '· -·- ..... ·---~ 
., 
_g_ [ ( )] 1/4 
-= kT B vint-v · 
' 
d(lnJ) q 






I - 4(v -v)3/4 
int 
L•• ..I~ ' f 
'' 
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' . . 
... ;- ~/ .·,··-· ·\,.~· Thus a· higher bias prdduces a. higher n, be.cause. ifs 
' ... ~ ~ .. ' 
. ' 
.... 
the bias incr.eases, the ~~fective barrier height also~ 
increases. Figure .. 12 displays the theoretical Schottky 
Iii I J 
- . ' - ""··- ·-------~---------~----
r.· 
• 
n as a function bf applied bias f9r an intercept voltage 
~ • • t' 
..; 
. (Vint) of 0.80 volts and donor concen~ation·s (NI)) of 
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· C. · List of Symbols 




A* . . 2 = ef) .. fective Richardson constant, amp/!°K-cm 
= capacitance of barrier, f 
= density of surface states, l/cm2-ev 
= activation energy of traps, ev 
E · = forbidden ener·gy gap, ev 
_g 
= intrinsic Fermi level, ev 
= trap level, ev 
= diode forward current, amp 
= injection ratio 





I 0 = current for (hypothetical) diode uniformly biased 
_at VR = VD - v0 r, amp 
I = diode reverse current, amp 
rev 
I/I0 = actual enhancement of barrier current over edge 
a 
current 




= diode current density, amp/cm2 
= current density for diode uniformly biased at 
. 2 
VD-VG', amp/cm 
·J = saturation current density, ~mp/cm2 . · 
B 
Jt = density of barrier current due to traps, amp/cm2 




.":··· .. ,.,.:· 
,: 
' 
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· = Ic\- [d( l~V J)J , see Appendix B 




.-Nt = trap dens~ty, crn-3 .. J 
q = charge of electron (positive quantity), 1.6 x 10-l9coul · 
'\ 
~ = surface charge density on metal, coul/cm2 
. 
. . 
= space charge density in semiconductor, coul/crn2 
- surface state charge density on san i conductor, -
coul/cm 2 "-
- radius of ciot, mil -
J' 
·,~ 
' mil - outside radius of ring, -
t:I< 
~ 
., inside radius of ring, mil --
= annulus resistance, ohm 
. 
= guard circuit resistance (annulus and leads), ohm 
B 
= guard circuit resis .. tance at 7'7 °K 
_s._ . 
-IVG' 
- kT [In (r~rn)] n 
= built-in voltage or diffusion potential, volt 
= dot bias with respect to back contact, volt 
VD+A = dot bias uncorrected for amme.~er IR drop, volt 
= potential separation of Fermi level and conduction 
/ ; band, volt 
v0 = nominal guard voltage, negative with respect to 
dot, volt 
~ 
VG ' =·guard voltage corrected for res is ti ve drop, volt 
Vint infinite-capacitance voltage intercept l v~ - of "'2' --
C 
.. plot, volt. 
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·ring· with ' . VR - VD-VG - guard bias respect.to back -
/, 
contact, volt t 
V. - . -· bias applied to dot and ring, volt. - reverse 
-
- _..,,,. P&V • • _ ___f.__ -
l., 
=.temperature coefficient of resistivity, l/°K 
~ = fraction of traps which are empty 
. .• . . .- 1'· - - •. • 
0 
= thickness of interracial layer, A 
Ed-~ = image force dielectric constant of semiconductor, 
r/cm. 
= dielectric constant of interracial layer; f/cm 
= permittivity of free space; 8.85 x 10-14 f/cm 
= static dielectric constant of semiconductor, f/cm 
= surface resistivity, ohm/square 
= vacuum work function of metal, volt 
t, 
== energy difference between Fermi level and valenc~ 
band edge at surface before the metal-semiconductor 
contact is formed, volt 
= effective barrier height, volt 
. I 
~Bn = effective barrier height at zero bias, volt 
. ·o 
~~ = image force barrier lowering, see Appendix B, volt 
n 
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FIG. 4 ENERGY BAND DIAGRAM FOR A SURFACE BARRIER 
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( I) vJ = 0 
n = 1.1s 
<2> v& = .012 
n : I.II 
(3) v~ = .094 
n = 1.12 
(4) Vb =0.144 
n = 1.oa 
(5l v~ = 0.21s 
n = 1.04 
I (6) VG = 0.288 _ 
n NOT VALID 10·9 ....... ___ --c:>-----O--....... <>---CCl)o-------------------_.__ _______________ _, 
, 
-0.2 -0.1. 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 
I VR =Vo -vG IN VOLTS 
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Emphasis of Barrier Current at 77 °K Predominance of Recombination Current· · 
Vo·' 
(volt) n 
.000 ·, {3 .92 
. 3.04 
.094 2.56 
. 144 .{2.78 
2.20 ·-
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Eftectivenes·s of Guarding Mechanism 













( 4 decades) 
1.17 ( 3 decades) 
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